A procedure to estimate the origins and the insertions of the knee ligaments from computed tomography images.
The estimation of the origin and insertion of the four knee ligaments is crucial for individualised dynamic modelling of the knee. Commonly this information is obtained ex vivo or from high resolution MRI, which is not always available. Aim of this work is to devise a method to estimate the origins and insertions from computed tomography (CT) images. A reference registration atlas was created using a set of 16 bone landmarks visible in CT and eight origins and insertions estimated from MRI and in vitro data available in the literature for three knees. This atlas can be registered to the set of bone landmarks palpated on any given CT using an affine transformation. The resulting orientation and translation matrices and scaling factors can be used to find also the ligament origin and insertions. This procedure was validated on seven pathological knees for which both CT and MRI of the knee region were available, using a proprietary software tool (NMSBuilder, SCS srl, Italy). To assess the procedure reproducibility and repeatability, four different operators performed the landmarks palpation on all seven patients. The average difference between the values predicted by registration on the CT scan and those estimated on the MRI was 2.1±1.2 mm for the femur and 2.7±1.0 mm for the tibia, respectively. The procedure is highly repeatable, with no significant differences observed within or between the operators (p>0.1) and allows to estimate origins and insertions of the knee ligaments from a CT scan with the same level of accuracy obtainable with MRI.